
Minutes of User Group Meeting 4(22nd / 23rd of September 2003)edited by Norbert Shartelapproved by voting members (25th of Otober 2003)Meeting 22nd of SeptemberPartiipants:J�urgen Shmitt (Chairman), Xavier Barons (External), Phil Charles (External), AndreaComastri (External), Jaqueline Bergeron (Mission Sientist), Rihard GriÆths (MissionSientist), Rihard Mushotzky (Mission Sientist), Roberto Pallaviini (Mission Sientist),Jelle Kaastra (RGS-PI), Keith Mason (OM-PI), Martin Turner (EPIC-PI), Mike Watson(SSC-PI), Fred Jansen (XMM-Newton Projet Sientist), Norbert Shartel (Seretary),Leo Metalfe (Siene Support Manager), Ramon Mu~noz (Instrument Operations Manager),Calibration Sientists and interested sta� from VilspaJ. Shmitt (Chairman) opened the meeting at 11:00 and welomed the partiipants.The agenda was adjusted with respet to the inputs reeived from the ommunity. It wasagreed that the UG members report about omments from the ommunity within the dis-ussion setion.The following presentations were delivered:1. Report of the Projet Sientist (F. Jansen; 11:05-12:00)2. Instrument Operations (R. Mu~noz; 12:00-12:35)3. Siene Support3.1 General points and mission ross-alibration (L. Metalfe, 12:35-13:15)3.2 EPIC (M. Kirsh; 14:00-15:00)3.3 RGS (A. Pollok; 15:00-15:30)3.4 OM (A. Talavera; 15:30-15:45)3.5 SAS status and plans (C. Gabriel; 15:45-16:45)3.6 Gallery Demo (M. Ehle; 16:45-17:05)4. SSC status (M. Watson; 17:05-17:55)5. Ation items from last meeting (N. Shartel; 17:55-18:00)The power-point viewgraphs of the provided talks are available on the UGWeb pages. Everytalk was aompanied by questions and short disussion, espeially:� Presentation 1: The Projet Sientist lari�ed that aording to the XMM-Newtonpoliy data rights for TOO observations are granted to an individual if a TOO ob-servation violates data rights for an aepted observation of that individual. The UGagreed on the following reommendations:1



Reommendation 2003-09-22/21 The data rights holder of TOO observations shouldbe identi�ed on the TOO details web page in future, whih will allow other si-entists to ontat her/him.� Presentation 3.1: R. Mushotzky pointed out that the EPIC/RGS ross-alibrationdisrepany is not new. This 20% di�erene between EPIC and RGS has been knownsine launh or before and urged that the matter be takled. F. Jansen agreed, andL. Metalfe stressed that the reported ross-alibration initiative of the CalibrationSientists was preisely intended to highlight systematially suh problems. J. Kaastra,the RGS PI, was asked what the RGS team is doing about the problem and statedthat they have a person working on it.� Presentation 3.5: The UG appreiates the development of the \Piture Gallery" andfeels that it will be an extremely valuable tool. The SOC is enouraged to ontinuewith these e�orts.� Presentation 5: The UG deided to lose all open ations and reommendations exeptone. The following ation is pending:Ation 2003-04-01/12 (Adding of EPIC spetra)Based on the disussions and questions aompanying the provided talks and on the inputreeived from the sienti� ommunity, the UG identi�ed the topis for the disussion onthe following day. The meeting �nished at 18:45.
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Meeting 23rd of SeptemberPartiipants:J�urgen Shmitt (Chairman), Xavier Barons (External), Phil Charles (External), AndreaComastri (External), Jaqueline Bergeron (Mission Sientist), Rihard GriÆths (MissionSientist), Rihard Mushotzky (Mission Sientist), Roberto Pallaviini (Mission Sientist),Jelle Kaastra (RGS-PI), Keith Mason (OM-PI), Martin Turner (EPIC-PI), Mike Watson(SSC-PI), Fred Jansen (XMM-Newton Projet Sientist), Norbert Shartel (Seretary),The meeting started at 9:00. The whole meeting was used for disussions.Projet Sientist: The Projet Sientist informed the UG on antiipated hanges in theXMM-Newton organigram. In partiular the UG was informed about the new role of theProjet Sientist in the future. The UG took note of the planned hanges and pointed outto the Projet Sientist the fundamental importane of this ESA deision for the future ofthe XMM-Newton projet and its pereption within the astronomial ommunity.OTAC Chairperson: The UG would appreiate if Prof. M. Longair agrees to hair the XMM-Newton Time Alloation Committee one more. The UG members will also provide sugges-tions for a replaement of Prof. M. Longair, who in the UG's opinion did an exellent jobin liaisoning the OTAC with the daily operations of the projet.Rotation of UG members: Aording to the mission statement of the UG the external mem-bers partiipate on a rotating basis. The UG disussed various aspets and senarios for arotation sheme. In order to ensure a smooth transition and transfer of the gained experieneand knowledge, the UG deided that about half of the external members should rotate everyyear whereas the other half should stay for one more year.The UG would appreiate if the hairperson, J. Shmitt, serves, at the minimum, for twomore meetings to ensure that the spei�ed aims an be reahed.F. Jansen will take are of the replaements, based on individual disussions with the externalmembers. The replaements will be seleted in a way suh that the expertise of the UGmembers ontinues to over di�erent sienti� topis.Presentation for AWG: J. Shmitt thanked all members of the UG for the inputs he re-eived for his AWG presentation. F. Jansen reported that he had the impression that thepresentation of J. Shmitt went well and thanked him.Publi Relations: The UG is still very muh dissatis�ed with the lak of support by ESA forXMM-Newton PR e�orts. R. Mushotzky reported that he has a professional siene writeravailable. He o�ered his help on an informal basis.AO3: The UG feels that the AO3 was very suessful. The sienti� ommunity appreiatesthe enormous improvements in omparison to AO2. The following improvements should beonsidered for future AOs:Reommendation 2003-09-23/22 The PIs of large programs should be allowed to submit�ve pages sienti� justi�ation.Reommendation 2003-09-23/23 Large programs should be de�ned by the PI onsider-ing the requested exposure time and sienti� importane of the program.3



Reommendation 2003-09-23/24 The sienti� ategory for whih targets were pro-posed should be provided in the list of aepted targets. (J. Bergeron explained thatthis information is important for some institutes in order to apply for national funding).The UGmay disuss the large programs, and espeially the fration of observing time whih isavailable for them, after the sienti� return of the aepted large programs an be overseen.There was an extensive disussion of the pros and ons of various presented shemes ofproviding feedbak to the proposer. All UG members (voting and non voting) partiipatedin the disussions and expressed di�erent opinions about that. All members of the UGreognize that a sizable fration of the ommunity is in favor of reeiving feedbak. Giventhe various di�ering opinions, the hairman deided to hold a vote of the UG members. Thefollowing voting members of the UG partiipated on the voting: X. Barons, J. Bergeron,P. Charles, A. Comastri, R. Pallaviini, and J. Shmitt. There were three votes for verbosefeedbak and three votes against it, i.e. the UG ended as a split ommittee. Therefore, theUG does not see itself as being in the position to reommend anything to the projet.F. Jansen reported on the ongoing development of a software tool to support the proposalevaluation by OTAC. Within this tool there would be the possibility to provide some form offeedbak. The UG unanimously enourages the projet to onsider this possibility. It wouldbe important that OTAC an suggest improvements for proposals, i.e. to inform about faultsin the ow of the argumentation logi, missing visibility and feasibility studies, et .N. Shartel provided the numbers of proposals whih were re-submitted due to high bak-ground radiation, and the exposure time requested by them. The UG feels that a revisionof suh proposals by OTAC is absolutely neessary. However, the UG reognizes that de-pending on the time at whih a target was sheduled, the time lag between the �rst (AO2)observation and the (re-submitted) seond (AO3) observation an be very long for an on-going sienti� projet. Nevertheless, UG feels that in subsequent AOs the problem will beredued due to the �xed one year yle.SAS: Based on talk 4, the status of the SAS was disussed. The UG stressed the need tomaintain the SAS for an extended period of time. The diÆulty with varying platforms andoperating systems (Linux) systems was reognized.The UG feels that the support (via the XMM-Newton HelpDesk and the SAS Support Team)is extremely good.A. Comastri pointed out that the doumentation of the SAS workshop ontains severalreipes whih are not aompanied by the orresponding threads. N. Shartel explained thatthe problem was already reognized and that a revision of the threads is ongoing with thedue date of the next SAS workshop (early Otober). A. Comastri will have a look at theresults. The UG enourages the projet to improve the data analysis threads doumentation.Joint XMM-Newton/ESO proposals: F. Jansen reported that the AWG reommended to re-animate joint XMM-Newton/ESO proposals. The UG reognizes the importane of jointXMM-Newton/ESO projets espeially for European astronomers and is looking forwardto reeiving a detailed proposal and intends to formulate a reommendation one suh aproposal is available.XMM-Newton atalog Given the rihness of the XMM-Newton data, the UG was not sur-prised that the �rst soure atalogue was not as muh used as expeted by some membersof the ommunity. It has to be onsidered that still the large majority of publiations useonly data from the primary target and that the sienti� ommunity is just starting to4



explore the serendipitous potential of XMM-Newton observations. On a longer time salethe XMM-Newton soure atalogue will be one of the main tools to explore the wealth ofXMM-Newton sienti� results.Endorsement 2003-09-23/05 The UG strongly enourages the ongoing e�orts of the SSCto produe the oÆial XMM-Newton soure atalogue.Invisible targets from GT/AO-1: The UG supports the projet in settling the issue of a-epted targets whih an not be observed due to visibility onstraints. (These targets areleft overs of the pre-launh unertainties of XMM-Newton's �nal orbit).Conferene Proeedings: The UG expressed its onern on the pending publiation of theproeedings of the \New Visions of the Universe in the XMM-Newton and Chandra Era"symposium. F. Jansen explained that the proeedings will be printed as ESA SP. He expetsthis to happen in the next 4-5 months.Swift: UG feels that the atual TOO proedure is fully adequate for follow-up observationsof Swift detetions. This topi may be revisited based on experiene with suh observations.The disussions ended at 13:30.Date of next meeting: 2nd and 3rd of June 2004, at VILSPA (start at 13:302004/06/02; end at 12:30 2004/06/03)
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